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Time (CDT) Close Solutions 

11:00–11:45 AM 

Bye-Bye Customizations – FCC has NEW Functionality 
Since its inception, Financial Consolidation and Close (FCC) has been purpose-built to handle ALL consolidations needs. This session will highlight new features that can be 
enabled to remove custom logic from your FCC application. 
 
Presenter: Terrance Walker, Consolidations Practice Director, interRel  
Terrance Walker is interRel Consulting’s Consolidations Practice Director with over 28 years of experience in Accounting Operations, Consolidations & Financial Reporting. 

12:00-12:45 PM 

Manage Your Workflow with Task and Supplemental Data Manager  
Whether it’s posting entries to your General Ledger, Top-Sides to your Financial Consolidation system, or entering Supplemental data for your 10Q or 10K, you need a proper 
workflow to keep these and all of your Financial Enterprise tasks organized, visible, and timely. See how Oracle Cloud Task Manager and Supplemental Data Manager work 
together to provide an essential element to your Financial Close process. 
 
Presenter: Seth Landau, VP of Financial Close & Reporting, MindStream Analytics 
Seth Landau has over 20 years of successful experience in financial consulting and process improvement, application design, project and operational management. Seth has 
completed a wide variety of projects providing process and technical design, implementation, and project management expertise for the Banking and Financial Services, Consumer 
Products, Education, Healthcare, High-Tech, Manufacturing, Medical, Telecommunication, and Transportation industries. 

1:00 – 1:45 PM 

Oracle Account Reconciliation Cloud Fundamentals 
Successful organizations are utilizing Oracle Account Reconciliation Cloud to complete faster, more accurate reconciliations. In this session, we’ll show you the highlights of ARC, 
the benefits of using the modern EPM solution, and a demonstration of the powerful financial platform.  Join this session to learn all things ARC! 
 
Presenter: Courtney Allen, Senior Consultant, interRel 
Courtney Allen specializes in EPM and has more than 30 years of experience designing innovative applications with an emphasis on account reconciliations, planning, and analytics 
achieving high client satisfaction. He is certified in Oracle Hyperion Planning and Essbase. Fun fact about Courtney: He has been an avid runner since age 9 and loves to make 
time for his HIIT workouts.  His family dog's name is Ziggy. 

2:00 – 2:45 PM 

Cloud EPM for Connected Financial Close Update 
World class organizations have optimized around a connected close process. The connected close allows true transparency from the general ledger close all the way to 
management and statutory reporting. Along the way, tasks such as reconciliations, tax and consolidations all operate off a single connected platform for reduced risk and 
increased productivity. This session will highlight the ideal scenario and include a customer success story. 
 
Presenter: Rich Wilke, Senior Director of Product Management, Oracle 
2020 marks Rich Wilkie's 20th year at Oracle Corporation. He began as a Solutions Consultant at Hyperion Solutions and rose through the ranks of Enterprise Performance 
Management at both Hyperion and Oracle to his current role as Vice President of Product Management. Rich began his career as a Certified Public Accountant with Arthur 
Andersen and added a master's degree in information systems to help expand his knowledge and skills into the world of information systems.  Covering everything from 
Consolidations to Account Reconciliations to Statutory Reporting, Rich helps manage the entire On-Premises and Cloud Close suite of products for Oracle. 
 
Presenter: Tim Gaumont, Director of Product Management, Oracle 
Tim is a director on the Oracle EPM product management team. Tim has been involved in the financial close and reconciliation space for over 20 years, first as a customer using 
software to perform account reconciliations and financial close tasks, and now on the software vendor side.  Before moving into a product management role 10 years ago, Tim 
also spent a number of years in professional services as director of a team of financial close consultants.  Tim’s diverse background as a customer, consultant, and now product 
manager, allows him to speak the language of the users and create software that improves their processes with each release. 

3:00 – 3:45 PM 

Best Practices Using Hyperion Financial Management (HFM): Reporting Challenges for Multinational Companies 
This session will show the various challenges in the consolidation and reporting process in multinational companies including segment reporting, matrix consolidation, multi-gap, 
currency translation, and more. We’ll show best practices in implementing HFM. 
 
Presenter: Jana Seinige, Partner, 4solutions  
Jana Seinige has more than 20 years of experience leading and running projects in the area of financial consolidation and EPM. She’s implemented Hyperion and other solutions at 
many international companies and supports them from Switzerland. 
 
Presenter: Luzi Zappa, Partner, 4 solutions 
Luzi Zappa has spent more than 30 years in the business of financial consolidation, management reporting and planning. Luzi has implemented various solutions including 
Microcontrol, Hyperion Enterprise, Hyperion Financial Management etc. at various international companies. 



Time (CDT) Planning Solutions 

11:00–11:45 AM 

Introduction to Strategic Modeling 
This session will introduce the concepts and features of Strategic Modeling - a tool so important in this uncertain economic time. We’ll focus on Scenario Planning, how to create a 
nimble driver-based forecast, and how to integrate with Planning. 
 
Presenter: Kevin Whalen, Senior Consultant, interRel 
Kevin Whalen holds both Engineering and MBA degrees.  Before entering consulting, he had years of Corporate FP&A and Treasury experience. He has presented multiple times at 
KScope and Collaborate. 
 

12:00-12:45 PM 

Workforce Planning Solutions: On-Prem and in the Cloud - with special guest, Twitter  
This session will review all the ways to plan Workforce in on-prem Hyperion Planning and Planning Cloud environments. Twitter will share their current on-premise Workforce 
Planning solution in Hyperion Planning, providing an overview of requirements & design, what works in on-prem, what is challenging, and lessons learned. Then, we’ll jump into 
the Cloud where we will summarize the evaluation of a possible Cloud migration and Workforce Planning options available when moving to the Cloud. 
 
Presenter: Josie Manzano-Stettler, Planning Practice Director, interRel 
Josie Manzano-Stettler is the Planning Practice Director with interRel Consulting.  She has architected and implemented EPM solutions for 13 years across several industries.  Josie 
is a certified implementation specialist in Oracle Planning Cloud, Essbase, and Hyperion Planning and has spoken at several ODTUG KScope conferences and most recently at the 
ODTUG Learn from Home series earlier this year.  Fun fact about Josie:  she is a relentless supporter of USC football! 
 
Presenter: Swaraj Vamaravelli, Senior Application Developer, Twitter 
Swaraj Vamaravelli is Sr. EPM architect supporting the EPM landscape at Twitter Inc. He has been in the Hyperion space for the past 10 years implementing and supporting 
Hyperion products across several industries. Swaraj is an Oracle certified implementation specialist in Hyperion Planning and Essbase. Fun fact about Swaraj: He is a natural light 
portrait photographer. 

1:00 – 1:45 PM 

New Design Best Practices for Planning Cloud 
Is EPBCS just like on-premise Planning? Actually, in many ways it is. But there are also many non-trivial features that are game-changers.  Learn how EPBCS frameworks interact, 
design patterns for performance, when to break the rules, and get tips & tricks. 
 
Presenter: Bill Reddy, Senior Director, Promethean Analytics  
Bill Reddy holds more than 24 years of experience designing & building Essbase & Oracle EPM solutions. He’s worked at multiple startups including Arbor Software, and he has a 
passion for focusing on user experience. 
 
Presenter: Gerry Villamil, Managing Director, Promethean Analytics 
Gerry Villamil is a Business Intelligence (BI)/Enterprise Performance Management (EPM) Architect with over 24 years in the Financial industry, of which 22 years have been spent 
in the BI/EPM space. His specialties include Financial Reporting, Financial Planning and Budgeting, Forecasting, and Profitability/Costing. He also knows the ins and outs of Oracle 
Essbase, Oracle Hyperion Planning Suite, Oracle Profitability/Cost Management, FDMEE, Financial Management Close Suite. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Time (CDT) Planning Solutions (Continued) 

 
 

2:00 – 2:45 PM 

Plain Old Planning vs. the New Groovy and Planning: Who Will Win & Why 
Groovy, the Universe, and Everything 
Groovy? Really? Not just no, but Hell no. 
Oh, the irony! First, I said no, but now I’m saying yes. 
Yr. Obt. Svt. and his younger, taller, smarter, and definitely better-looking brother from totally different parents violently disagreed - Happily, no geeks were injured in the event. 
Was I wrong? Probably, but I’ll never admit it. Yes, Groovy is that important. 
That aside, Groovy is different, requires different skills, and most importantly a different mindset.  Different. 
Breaking the chains of Essbase to make the most of Planning. 
Use cases? You want use cases? That’s what you’ll get and plenty of it. 
It’s a hack, but it’s kind of awesome, or at least I think so. 
Oh bugger, this is better. Calc on cell change, and then aggregate. 
Different strokes, different folks, different calcs. 
It’s kinda clever, it’s kinda painful, it’s completely done via Smartlists and Forms.  Well, not terribly clever and it is actually quite painful.  Such are the fortunes of war. 
Who are you? If you don’t know, why should we? But oh yes, we do and through Groovy Planning will calculate just what you need and not a jot more. 
Block creation 
Hah! Essbase issues! *Real* Essbase. And can Groovy help? Hah! Not too likely. 
The old ways are the best ways and why - Groovy can go suck an egg. 
Where Planning ends and Essbase begins. 
Validation? You need validation? Perhaps you should seek professional help. Oh, Oracle EPM Planning validations. Well in that case, here’s validations in spades. 
Alas poor traditional Planning validations. They’re dead, dead, dead. Who will mourn their death? 
Where are we, what do we have, where do we go? 
Love it, loathe it, embrace it, regret it: It matters not because Groovy is where Planning and much of the rest of EPM is going. Best get in front of it lest you be run over by a 
streetcar named “Groovy”.  It really is that simple. 
How do you do that? 
Oh yes, the books. 
Oh yes, the blogs. 
Oh yes, the cogitation. 
Oh yes, thank you for coming to this session. 
Groovy is usually, primarily, and almost always the answer. Really. 
 

Presenter: Cameron Lackpour, Planning Practice Lead, MindStream Analytics 
Cameron is, somehow, MindStream Analytics’ planning practice lead.  He’s worked with Oracle’s EPM products before they were Oracle’s and before they were Hyperion’s; in other 
words, from the very beginning of Essbase’s long life.  Cameron is an ACE Director alumnus and is certified in Essbase 7.  He has spoken at KScope, OpenWorld, Splash, NZOUG, 
multiple regional conferences, lots of webinars, and many meetups.  Cameron has a gnome garden right in front of his office window and takes great pleasure in observing their 
gnomish ways. 
 

Presenter: Celvin Kattookaran, Principal Consultant, MindStream Analytics  
Celvin has worked in the BI/EPM space for more than 15 years. He is an active blogger and has spoken at various ODTUG conferences. Celvin is an Oracle ACE Director and 
participates in discussions with Oracle Development team on a regular basis. Fun fact: Celvin is a gamer and a gardener. He is the son of Vincent and Seleina Kattookaran (Cel + Vin). 

3:00 – 3:45 PM Cloud EPM for Connected Planning Update  
Keeping pace in today’s volatile world has never been more challenging. However, Oracle’s Connect Planning capability in Cloud EPM is up to the task. There is no shortage of great 
planning features, but where do they fit in your specific planning requirements? This session will help answer that question and more. We’ll cover the art and science of implementing 
a great planning system – including Scenario Planning, Predictive Planning & Auto-Predict, best practices modules, Groovy, and Free Form Planning. 
 

Presenter: Marc Seewald, Senior Director, Oracle 
Marc Seewald is a vice president of EPM Product Management at Oracle, and has 20+ years of experience in Enterprise Performance Management (EPM). He has in-depth experience 
across the financial close, FP&A, and tax reporting domains, and has worked with numerous Global 2000 companies. Marc joined Oracle 8+ years ago and leads the Planning, 
Profitability, and Tax product lines within Oracle EPM. Prior to joining Oracle, he was vice president of product management at Longview Solutions – a North American-based EPM 
software company.   
 

Presenter: Mark Rinaldi, Director of Product Management, Oracle 
Mark Rinaldi is a Director of Enterprise Performance Management (EPM) Product Management at Oracle and has over 25 years of experience in EPM.  He has in-depth experience 
implementing and developing EPM solutions in the Planning domain and has worked with numerous Global 2000 companies.  Mark joined Oracle/Hyperion in 1998 as an EPM 
Consultant and joined Product Management in 2013 and is responsible for Workforce Planning, Strategic Workforce Planning, Public Sector Planning, Calculation Manager, and several 
EPM Platform features.  Prior to joining Hyperion/Oracle, he worked as a FP&A Analyst for a leading biotechnology firm. 



Time (CDT) Reporting & Analytics Solutions 

11:00–11:45 AM 

What Happens When the CFO and Data Scientist Meet for Lunch? 
In this presentation, we will discuss the obvious, and not so obvious, improvement opportunities between financial forecasting and predictive analytics. 
 
Presenter: Jim Webb, Director of DT Closing & Reporting, Baker Hughes 
Jim Webb is a Director at Baker Hughes, and his team is responsible for the development and operations of the company's financial close and planning Oracle EPM applications.  Jim 
is a hands-on technology leader with over 20 years of consulting expertise in helping organizations improve their advanced analytic and performance management capabilities. 

12:00-12:45 PM 

Do You Have an Analytics Survival Kit? How Will You Contend with a Recession? 
While no one can predict with complete accuracy when or if a downturn will hit, it’s clear that our decade-long burst of economic growth is coming to a close. Discover why this 
downturn will be different from the ones before, and how your business can gain competitive advantage for when the economy recovers. The key to survival, a nimble and agile 
organization that leverages Analytics to stay ahead of the risk and their competitors. How can you pre-stage or even reposition analytics to be ready to contend when disaster strikes? 
 
Presenter: Jeff Silverman, Senior Manager, Grant Thornton LLP 
Jeff Silverman is a West Point graduate and the Command and General Staff College and is now a Lieutenant Colonel in the US Army Reserves where he leads a 500-person 
intelligence battalion for national security purposes. As an Implementation-certified Hyperion and OBI Expert, Jeff has transformed dozens of businesses and has managed two Oracle 
Innovation Award winning solutions. Jeff was selected as a BEST OF COLLABORATE presenter for 2017 and is considered a national thought leader in the application of Analytics. 

1:00 – 1:45 PM 

Oracle Analytics Data Visualization in an EPM World 
Join this informative session where we will explore the use of Oracle Analytics Data Visualization with EPM Cloud Data Sources. We will review connectivity considerations and 
effective use of visualizations to tell your EPM Cloud Data Story. 
 
Presenter: Wayne Van Sluys, Lead Consultant, interRel 
Wayne Van Sluys is a Lead Consultant and Oracle ACE Director with over 20 years of professional experience developing and deploying Business Intelligence Reports and Analytic 
Dashboards, and has extensive consulting and industry experience using Oracle Analytics Cloud and Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition in various projects across North 
America. He also has experience working with FDMEE and Data Management to load HFM, Planning, Essbase and related Cloud EPM applications. 
 

Presenter: Opal Alapat, Practice Director, interRel 
Opal Alapat is a Practice Director at interRel Consulting. She is also an Oracle ACE Director with over 20 years of EPM and Analytics experience. As an Oracle ACE Director, she 
partners with the EPM and Analytics Oracle Product Management teams on a regular basis to give feedback and direction on Cloud technologies. Opal is also very passionate about 
Oracle user groups. She has had multiple pivotal roles with ODTUG in the past, is on the organizing committee for her local Oracle user group the NTxHUG, and has been teaching 
both technical skills and soft skills at conferences for over 12 years. She currently blogs at: womaninepm.com. 

2:00 – 2:45 PM 

Financial Reporting to Management Reporting: Reporting Gets an Upgrade 
This session will consist of a discussion about the advantages of converting Financial Reporting to Management Reporting, a comparison of the two products, and the general steps to 
migrate from FR to MR. 
 

Presenter: Paul Lewis, Senior Consultant, interRel 
Paul Lewis has 10 years of Financial Management and Accounting experience working with Oracle Hyperion EPM, including the past four years working as a Consultant for an Oracle 
Partner. He is proficient with implementing and supporting Oracle Hyperion applications including PBCS, EPBCS, Hyperion Planning, Essbase, Calc Manager, FDMEE, Data 
Management, Shared Services, EPMA, Financial Reports, Management Reports, and Smart View. 

3:00 – 3:45 PM 

The Best of Narrative Reporting: Office Hours with Leading Experts 
Join Narrative Reporting consulting experts Opal Alapat and Jay Chapman as they give you the in-depth scoop on this amazing reporting suite. This will be done pseudo interview 
style, with a few slides to get the conversation going, and then we'll open it up to questions from the audience. What burning questions do you have about this rising star Cloud 
solution? Bring them to this session and have consultant experts give you best practice advice! 
 

Presenter: Opal Alapat, Practice Director, interRel 
Opal Alapat is a Practice Director at interRel Consulting. She is also an Oracle ACE Director with over 20 years of EPM and Analytics experience. As an Oracle ACE Director, she 
partners with the EPM and Analytics Oracle Product Management teams on a regular basis to give feedback and direction on Cloud technologies. Opal is also very passionate about 
Oracle user groups. She has had multiple pivotal roles with ODTUG in the past, is on the organizing committee for her local Oracle user group the NTxHUG, and has been teaching 
both technical skills and soft skills at conferences for over 12 years. She currently blogs at: womaninepm.com. 
 

Presenter: Jay Chapman, Senior EPM Consultant, Sierra-Cedar 
Jay Chapman is a consultant with Sierra-Cedar and holds a Bachelor's Degree in Economics, a Master's Degree in organizational management, and working on his Doctorate in 
Business. Jay has 15+ years of client-side and consultant experience working with Hyperion, PeopleSoft, and Oracle’s Enterprise Performance Management Cloud, which includes 
Planning, Narrative Reporting, and Oracle Analytics Cloud. 



Time (CDT) Essbase – Day 1 

11:00–11:45 AM 

How to Efficiently Integrate OAC-OBIEE with Essbase 19c Marketplace 
In this session, we will share strategies, lessons learned and decisions made in taking an analytics framework of one of the largest multi-national companies from on-prem to cloud. 
The framework involved OBIEE, OAC & Essbase, and the project demanded efficient, cross-functional execution. 
 
Rajesh Wajge, Head of Analytics, Keste 
Rajesh leads Keste's Advanced Analytics & Artificial Intelligence practice. For over 20 years, Rajesh has consulted for Fortune 500 companies on ERP, CRM, Analytics and Cloud 
technologies. He has presented at several national and international conferences including Project Management Institute’s annual symposium. He has 6 international publications in 
peer-reviewed journals and 1 patent. Rajesh holds a PhD in Engineering from Purdue University and MS from IIT-Kanpur. 
 
Vijeth Sagar, Solution Engineer, Keste 
Vijeth has extensive experience in implementing complex analytics solutions ranging from data strategy to enterprise-grade BI. Vijeth holds an MBA from University of Maryland. 
 

12:00-12:45 PM 

The Tools Necessary to Drill-Through in Essbase 19c 
With Essbase Studio a thing of the past, how do you drill through to details in Essbase for the future? Drill-through is alive and well - and better than ever. Join us to learn how to 
effectively drill-through to Oracle applications. You'll walk away with the powerful Drill-through "tools" (pun intended) in the latest versions of Essbase including OAC Essbase and 
Essbase 19c. 
 
Presenter: Glenn Schwartzberg, Solutions Architect, interRel 
Glenn Schwartzberg has been an IT professional for more than 30 years. He decided he would prefer to be a technical resource rather than spend his time telling other people what 
to do and justifying his life through paperwork. He entered the world of consulting, in which he was a DBA on Teradata DBC1012 computers, programming, and maintaining 
databases. During his stint working on data warehouses, Glenn ran into a little program from Arbor Software called Essbase. Glenn immediately saw the value of allowing users to get 
their own data, so he started learning all he could about it. This was version 3.11. In 2008, due to his ongoing efforts to assist others and evangelize Essbase, he was honored with 
the title of Oracle ACE in Business Intelligence. In 2010, he had the privilege of being named an Oracle ACE Director. He continues to share his knowledge of Essbase and its 
associated products though the Oracle EPM discussion forums, presentations at conferences, user group meetings, webcasts, and his blog. He was one of the founding members of 
the ODTUG Hyperion SIG Board. 

1:00 – 1:45 PM 

Essbase 21c: Upgrade your On-Prem Deployments 
Essbase 21c is now available as either an independent deployment or as an Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Marketplace deployment.  Whichever deployment you choose, migration to 
this new version of Essbase is quick and simple using provided utilities.  With this new version of Essbase, you have the option of using new features and functionality to optimize 
your Essbase experience.  Or you can choose to configure Essbase 21c to maintain compatibility with your current Essbase ecosystem. If you are interested in learning more about 
the new Essbase 21c independent deployment option, this is a must-see session. 
 
Presenter: Mike Larimer, Essbase Development, Oracle 
As an original Arbor Software solution consultant, Mike Larimer has been working with Essbase since 1992. For many years, he helped customers solve complex business problems 
using Essbase. As part of the Essbase development team, he has helped the Essbase product evolve working on various projects such as the Java API, CDF, Smart View and Smart 
Query.  Today, Mike leads the Cube Designer team and provides Essbase expertise both internally and externally. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Time (CDT) Essbase Day 1 (Continued) 

2:00 – 2:45 PM 

Essbase REST API and Cloud Automation 

Managing your Essbase applications in the Cloud can be challenging, especially if you are still on Essbase12c or are a Windows shop using Essbase19c in OCI Linux. Oracle's Essbase 
Cloud offering introduces a new and modern REST API in addition to its traditional Java API. The new REST API opens up many development, integration, and automation capabilities 
and differs greatly from the traditional API. This session will introduce the REST API, exploring how it's similar to and different from traditional APIs. We’ll introduce a Java 'wrapper' 
for the REST API that allows developers to quickly leverage the Essbase REST API in any JVM language, such as Jython, Groovy, and more. We’ll also cover other neat uses of REST 
API, such as simple database management through your user templates. 
 
Presenter: Jason Jones, Chief Security Officer and VP of Engineering, Applied OLAP 
Jason Jones has experience developing, tuning, and enhancing Essbase/EPM solutions and software in the related ecosystem. He is the creator of the Drillbridge product and the open 
source Essbase Docker project. 

3:00 – 3:45 PM 

Supply/Demand Optimization and Forecasting in Essbase 
There are industries, such as Telcos, where their business requires skilled labor to be scheduled and deployed into the field based on ongoing demand and marketing efforts. The 
supply of these resources, whether they are employees or contractors, needs to be managed against the demand for their skills. Join us for this session in which we show how this 
business problem was solved by a major Canadian Telecommunications company through the use of Essbase. 
 
Presenter: John Brkopac, Principal, BluMarble Management Group 
John Brkopac first learned Essbase in 1995 as a pre-sales consultant. He joined Arbor Software (the original developer of Essbase) in 1997. John led Hyperion's West pre-sales 
organization from 2000-2004.  He became the West Director for Essbase Product Marketing from 2005-2007. He founded Technolab Canada in 2009, and began implementing and 
supporting Oracle Hyperion solutions. Technolab was acquired by The Hackett Group in 2014. 
  

 

Time (CDT) Activity: Virtual Werewolf & Happy Hour 

3:45 – 5:00 PM 

Join us for a virtual game of Werewolf! 
 
Werewolf is an exciting game that requires sly moves and a little luck. Werewolf has two phases - day and night. Players are designated as Werewolves or Villagers, or they’re given a 
specific ability as a Seer or Doctor. During the day, the Villagers discuss who they think is a Werewolf, and during the night, Werewolves make their kill. Because this session is 
virtual, “nighttime” will occur when Zoom cameras are off. Full rules will be provided by the moderator before game play. 
 
We’ll have different sessions of Virtual Werewolf in groups of 15, so everyone can join. Bring your favorite beverage! 
 

 


